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Key Points:5
• Presents the first simulations of coupled Farley–Buneman and gradient–drift instabili-6
ties in the E–region ionosphere.7
• A large–scale wave can produce a total electric field that triggers pure Farley–Buneman8
turbulence despite a sub–threshold background field.9
• Simulations show coupled growth of Type–I and Type–II equatorial electrojet irregu-10
larities.11
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Abstract12
Plasma irregularities in the equatorial E–region ionosphere are classified as Type–I or Type–13
II, based on coherent radar spectra. Type–I irregularities are attributed to the Farley–Buneman14
instability and Type–II to the gradient–drift instability that cascades to meter–scale irregular-15
ities detected by radars. This work presents the first kinetic simulations of coupled Farley–16
Buneman and gradient–drift turbulence in the equatorial E–region ionosphere for a range of17
zeroth–order vertical electric fields, using a new approach to solving the electrostatic poten-18
tial equation. The simulation models a collisional quasineutral plasma with a warm, inertia-19
less electron fluid, and a distribution of NO+ ions. A 512–m wave with a maximum/minimum20
of ±0.25 of the background density perturbs the plasma. The density wave creates an elec-21
trostatic field that adds to the zeroth–order vertical field and drives Farley–Buneman turbu-22
lence even when this field is below the instability threshold. Wave power spectra show that23
Type–II irregularities develop in all simulation runs and that Type–I irregularities with wave-24
lengths of a few meters develop in the trough of the background wave in addition to Type–II25
irregularities as the zeroth–order electric field magnitude increases. Linear fluid theory pre-26
dicts the growth of Type–II irregularities reasonably well but it does not fully capture the27
simultaneous growth of Type–I irregularities in the region of peak total electric field. The28
growth of localized Type–I irregularities represents a parametric instability in which the elec-29
tric field of the large–scale background wave drives pure Farley–Buneman turbulence. These30
results help explain observations of meter–scale irregularities advected by kilometer–scale31
waves.32
1 Introduction33
Early observers split equatorial ionospheric irregularities into two categories: Type I34
[Bowles et al., 1960] and Type II [Cohen and Bowles, 1967; Balsley, 1969]. See Fejer and35
Kelley [1980] and Forbes [1981] for excellent reviews of Type I & II irregularities and the36
E–region ionosphere in general. Farley [1963] and Buneman [1963] established the theory37
of Type I irregularities arising from a two–stream instability. Maeda et al. [1963] and Simon38
[1963] extended this theory to describe Type II irregularities by identifying the requirement39
that the background electric field and density gradient be aligned. Rogister and D’Angelo40
[1970] argued against a few possible instability mechanisms before developing a general41
dispersion relation for the equatorial electrojet, including density gradients, from fluid the-42
ory. In doing so, those authors claim that the observations reported by Balsley [1969] can be43
described by a theory of density–gradient–driven instabilities related to the two–stream in-44
stability. The theory of Sudan et al. [1973] furthered the understanding of gradient–driven45
two–stream instabilities by describing a parametric instability mechanism in which long–46
wavelength gradient–drift waves drive short–wavelength irregularities unstable.47
Type–I irregularities exhibit a narrow spectrum. Early observations by Cohen and48
Bowles [1967] led researchers to conclude that Type–I irregularities have a Doppler shift that49
is constant with zenith angle, but more recent work suggests that their Doppler shift varies50
with the cosine of elevation angle [Woodman and Chau, 2002; Hysell et al., 2007]. They oc-51
cur when the total electric field rises above a threshold level, causing the relative E × B drift52
speed to exceed the acoustic speed by a factor slightly larger than unity. The electrons Hall53
drift through collisionally demagnitized ions, which are Pedersen drifting much more slowly54
than the electron Hall drift, and pull ions in the E×B direction in the presence of density per-55
turbations. The influence of supersonic electron drift causes ion inertia to overcome plasma56
thermal pressure, causing areas of relative density enhancement (δn/n0 > 0) or depletion57
(δn/n0 < 0) to become respectively more enhanced or depleted, leading to instability. This58
is the Farley–Buneman (FB) instability [Dimant and Sudan, 1995]. The instability threshold59
criterion is that the wave phase–speed component parallel to the background electron drift60
exceed the plasma acoustic speed by the factor 1 + Ψ0, where Ψ0 is the ratio of electron to61
ion mobilities and is typically 0.2–0.3 in the lower equatorial E–region [Dimant and Oppen-62
heim, 2004]. Since this instability develops in the absence of background density gradients,63
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the electron drift speed is |ve0 | = |E0 × B0 |/B20 and the instability criterion is equivalently64
a criterion on the background electric field. Although theory predicts that Type–I irregulari-65
ties should have a phase speed proportional to the electron drift speed (cf. §2), observations66
show that they saturate at the ion acoustic speed, Cs . A kinetic treatment shows that the FB67
instability has a maximum growth rate of a few meters [Oppenheim et al., 1996].68
Type–II irregularities exhibit a broad spectrum at small Doppler shifts that increase69
with zenith angle [Balsley, 1969; Fejer and Kelley, 1980]. They do not have a threshold elec-70
tric field, but occur in the presence of background density gradients when E · ∇n0 > 0. A71
small perturbation electric field (δE/E0 ∝ δn/n0) causes regions of δn/n0 < 0 to δE × B72
drift into regions of higher background density and regions of δn/n0 > 0 to drift into regions73
of lower background density. This is the gradient–drift (GD) instability [Dimant and Sudan,74
1997]. Farley and Balsley [1973] described a simple fluid theory for the generation of gradi-75
ent drift waves but note that it doesn’t account for the meter–scale irregularities observed by76
radars.77
Sudan et al. [1973] describe the generation of meter–scale irregularities on top of78
waves with wavelengths 50 to 100 meters or more in the equatorial E region via the follow-79
ing mechanism: Large–scale horizontally propagating waves have horizontal density gra-80
dients and electric fields that cause electrons to E × B drift vertically. This drift produces81
obliquely propagating Type–I and Type–II irregularities with wavelengths consistent with82
those observed by 50–MHz radars (i.e. 3 meters). Sudan [1983]; Sudan and Keskinen [1984]83
further developed this theory and provided a power spectrum consistent with radar and rocket84
observations. Oppenheim et al. [1995, 1996] used simulations to show the saturation mech-85
anism of the two–stream instability in the E–region ionosphere. A 1-D simulation by Op-86
penheim [1997] developed the theory of nonlinear wave–driven currents in the E–region by87
including a background density gradient.88
Ronchi et al. [1991] asked what role large–scale waveforms play in the dynamics of89
meter–scale irregularities and suggested that 3–m irregularities detected in radar backscatter90
experiments may be passively advected with kilometer–scale waves. They note “considerable91
experimental evidence that the characteristics of the short wavelength two–stream irregular-92
ities depend upon the presence or absence of long wavelength activity”. With the advent of93
improved radar technology at Jicamarca and the new imaging techniques described in Hysell94
and Chau [2006], Hysell et al. [2007] identified 3–m waves generated by, and advecting with,95
kilometer–scale gradient–drift waves, consistent with the predictions of Ronchi et al. [1991].96
Hassan et al. [2015] presented a fluid model of the E–region designed to reproduce Type–I97
and Type–II irregularities, but their simulation box extended only 100 m × 100 m, and did98
not show the effect of large–scale waves on the generation of meter–scale irregularities.99
The work presented here shows numerical simulation results that support the conclu-100
sions of Ronchi et al. [1991] and observations of Hysell et al. [2007], and provide a connec-101
tion between meter–scale density irregularities and larger background wave perturbations.102
It shows that such large–scale density waves must give rise to the meter–scale irregularities103
routinely observed by HF radars in the E–region equatorial ionosphere, even when the mea-104
sured ambient electric field is too small to drive pure two–stream turbulence.105
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on the theory of106
coupled FB/GD instabilities, section 3 describes the numerical model and simulation meth-107
ods, section 4 describes the simulation results, section 5 discusses the results within the con-108
text of observations and theory, and section 6 concludes the paper.109
2 Theory110
The production of meter–scale irregularities from large–scale perturbations can be un-111
derstood from linear theory. Consider a quasineutral, electrostatic, isothermal plasma with112
inertialess electrons propagating perpendicular to the background magnetic field. In the E–113
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region, around 100 km, electrons are magnetized while ions are collisionally demagnetized.114
In terms of the gyrofrequency, Ωj ≡ |qj |B/mj , and collision frequency, νj , of electrons115
( j = e) and ions ( j = i), that means Ωe/νe  1 while Ωi/νi < 1. This work assumes116
geomagnetically quiet conditions with a static vertical background electric field, E0 = E0 zˆ,117
and meridional magnetic field, B0 = −B0 yˆ. All dynamics occur in the plane perpendicular to118
B0. Linearizing the fluid equations for electrons and a single ion species in the presence of a119
simple vertical density gradient with scale length L = n0 (dn0/dz)−1 leads to the dispersion120
relation121
ω − k · ve0 = Ψ0
νi
[
ω (iω − νi) − ik2C2s
] (
1 − iΩe
νekL
)
, (1)122
where ve0 = E0 × B0/B20 is the electron drift velocity and C2s = Kb(Ti + γeTe)/mi is the123
plasma acoustic speed. Writing ω(k) = ωr (k) + iγ(k) and assuming |γ(k)|  |ωr (k)|, the124
oscillation frequency and linear growth rate are given by125
ωr (k) = k · ve01 + Ψ0 (2a)126
γ(k) = Ψ0
1 + Ψ0
[
Ωe
νe
ωr
|k|L +
(
ω2r − k2C2s
) 1
νi
]
, (2b)127
where Ψ0 ≡ νeνi/ΩeΩi [cf Sudan et al., 1973; Rogister and D’Angelo, 1970]. The system128
will be unstable when γ(k) > 0. The threshold electric field magnitude for pure–FB instabil-129
ity in the absence of gradients is |E|th = |B0 |Cs(1 + Ψ0) ≈ 11.2 mV/m for the parameters130
listed in Table 1. This threshold value will be a useful reference point in interpreting the sim-131
ulation results. The simulation runs presented here have a slightly more complex density132
gradient, the significance of which will be discussed in §5.2.133
3 Numerical Model134
This work employs a numerical code similar to the Electrostatic Parallel Particle–In–135
Cell (EPPIC) code described in Oppenheim et al. [2008] and Oppenheim and Dimant [2004]136
that incorporates a novel parallelized electrostatic potential solver based on theory described137
in Oppenheim et al. [1996]. This section first describes the evolution of the collisional ion138
distribution, then describes the electrostatic potential solver that arises due to quaineutrality139
with intertialess electrons.140
For ion dynamics, this code follows the standard particle–in–cell (PIC) approach [Bird-141
sall and Langdon, 1991], solving the collisional ion momentum equation in two stages:142
Particles first move under the influence of the electric and magnetic fields, using a standard143
Boris mover. They then collide with neutral particles, using the statistical characteristics of144
a given neutral distribution with a prescribed collisional algorithm to change the ion mo-145
mentum. The simulation runs presented here used a single ion species, NO+, and a single146
neutral species, N2, since those are the dominant species in the E–region ionosphere. Unlike147
the pure–PIC version of EPPIC, the quasineutral version does not use an artificially inflated148
electron mass to relax the time–step constraints set by the ion–to–electron mass ratio. It also149
takes ion dynamics to be representative of overall plasma dynamics since ni ≈ ne ≡ n, but150
requires a new approach to calculating the perturbed electric field via the electrostatic poten-151
tial. A description of that approach follows.152
The hybrid PIC code treats electrons as an inertialess thermal fluid with temperature Te153
and either an isothermal (γe = 1) or linearly adiabatic (γe = 5/3) equation of state. Treat-154
ing electrons as inertialess relaxes the pure–PIC requirement of resolving electron dynamics155
on a time scale ∼ 1/ fpe and on spatial scales ∼ λDe, and allows the simulation to use the156
true value of the electron mass as a parameter. The assumption of inertialess fluid electrons,157
coupled with the quasineutral condition (∇ · J = 0), leads to an equation for the electrostatic158
potential in terms of density, n, ion flux, Γi = nvi , and parameters of the electron fluid (e.g.159
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νe and me).160
∇ · [n∇φ] = ∇ ·
[
n
(
E0 +
kbTe
e
∇n
n
)
+
(
1 + κ2e
) meνe
e
Γi
]
, (3)161
where162
 ≡
(
1 −κe
κe 1
)
and κe ≡ Ωe
νe
163
The hybrid model casts equation 3 as a linear system of centered finite–difference164
equations which can be converted to a matrix equation of the form Aφ = f (n,Γi). The sim-165
ulation solves the matrix equation for φ at each time step using routines from the Portable166
Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computing (PETSc) [Balay et al., 2015, 1997]. The specific167
numerical approach involves preconditioning the linear system with hypre’s BoomerAMG168
algebraic multigrid method [Falgout and Yang, 2002], then performing the actual solve with169
the restarted generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method [Saad and Schultz, 1986].170
Table 1 gives the parameter values used in this work, which presents three simulations171
of the equatorial E–region ionosphere at 100 km altitude. All runs used a constant horizon-172
tal magnetic field B0 = −2.5 × 10−5 yˆ T. Pfaff et al. [1997] measured vertical DC electric173
field values of approximately 9 mV/m in situ during a sounding rocket campaign and Moro174
et al. [2016] inferred vertical DC electric field values in the range 0.51 to 20.67 mV/m, with175
a mean diurnal value of 8.12±1.51 mV/m, from radar data. One goal of the hybrid simula-176
tions was to examine the effects of the vertical background electric field, so the three runs177
presented here are sorted by background vertical electric field. One run used E0z = 9 mV/m,178
consistent with Pfaff et al. [1997] measurement around 100 km and the average value in-179
ferred by Moro et al. [2016]; a second run used E0z = 12 mV/m, just above the threshold180
for FB instability; and a third run used E0z = 6 mV/m, a value far too low to trigger FB tur-181
bulence but still reasonable for the equatorial E region. This work ignores the zonal electric182
field, which is typically an order of magnitude smaller than the vertical field. The geometry183
causes the zeroth-order electron E0 × B0 drift to point from east to west (in the xˆ direction).184
All runs were seeded by the same initial density wave, as described in §4.1. The NRL MSIS185
Atmosphere Model [Picone et al., 2002] provides neutral temperatures and densities, and186
the following formulas from Schunk and Nagy [2004] provide the ion and electron collision187
frequencies:188
νi = 4.34 × 10−10nN2189
νe = 2.33 × 10−11nN2
(
1 − 1.21 × 10−4Te
)
Te,190
where nN2 is the N2 density in cm−3. Because this work does not attempt to simulate a par-192
ticular event, it uses parameters from 01 January 2000, 12:00 UT as a representative case.193
The simulation spans 512 m in zonal (east–west) distance, 256 m in vertical distance, and194
409.6 ms in real time.195
4 Results196
This section presents the results of the three simulation runs, with background vertical197
electric fields E0z = 6 mV/m, 9 mV/m, and 12 mV/m. It first describes the initial imposed198
density configuration and resultant potential, then shows snapshots of the perturbed density199
and total electric field at the end of each run. Following those results, it describes the spec-200
tral power as a function of line–of–sight (LoS) angle and phase velocity for 2–m, 3–m, and201
8–m waves.202
4.1 Density and electric field203
Figure 1 shows the initial relative perturbed density (δn/n0) in color with electrostatic207
potential (φ) contours for all runs. The initial density consists of a Gaussian bump with a full208
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 146 m, ranging from 8 × 109 m−3 to 1.2 × 1010 m−3.209
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters191
Symbol Value
mi 5.0 × 10−26 [kg]
me 9.1 × 10−31 [kg]
mn 4.6 × 10−26 [kg]
Ti = Te = Tn 220 [K]
νi 3.0 × 103 [s−1]
νe 3.0 × 104 [s−1]
γe 1.0
By0 −2.5 × 10−5 [T]
Ez0 6.0, 9.0, 12.0 [mV/m]
n0 1010 [m−3]
Nx 2048 [ce lls]
dx 0.25 [m]
Nz 1024 [cells]
dz 0.25 [m]
Nt 8192 [steps]
dt 5 × 10−5 [s]
The bump is uniformly perturbed by a single period of the function z(x) = −z0 sin (2pix/Lx),210
where z0 = 32 m and Lx = 512 m, so that the location of its peak lies within z = [96, 160]211
m. This serves to mimic a large–scale wave seeding the system. The electrostatic potential212
results from solving Equation 3, and its shape is determined by density gradients (second213
term in the RHS of Equation 3), and the relative drifts of electrons and ions (first and third214
terms in the RHS of Equation 3). The density gradients lead to ambipolar electric fields that215
add to or subtract from the vertical polarization electric field. The shape of the large–scale216
seed wave creates a zonal polarization that modifies ion and electron drifts to enforce ∇ · J =217
0. The precise shape of φ for each run depends on E0z , but for the early stages of each run218
(i.e. before turbulence develops), all the runs appear similar.219
Figure 2 shows the final δn/n0 for each run. In all panels, waves with wavelengths224
on the order of ten meters grow along the positive vertical density gradient. This result is225
consistent with local linear theory, which predicts that gradient–drift waves will grow when226
E0 · ∇n > 0. The most obvious difference among these three figures is the increasing growth227
of small–scale density perturbations in the central density trough with increasing E0z . Here,228
“small–scale” implies perturbations on the order of a few meters as opposed to both the ubiq-229
uitous tens–of–meter gradient–drift waves that grow along the positive vertical density gradi-230
ent and the 512–m seed wave. Movies included as supplemental information show the evolu-231
tion of relative perturbed density for each simulation run.232
Figure 3 shows the final total electric–field magnitude (|E| = |E0 − ∇φ|) in grayscale238
for each run, with contours of electrostatic potential (φ) overlaid in color. The grayscale239
range is the same for all plots and spans 0 to twice |E|th ≈ 11.2 mV/m. The color con-240
tours span ±max(|φ|), with the +max(|φ|) in red and −max(|φ|) in blue; the actual values241
are max(|φ|) = 0.28 V for E0z = 6 mV/m, max(|φ|) = 0.45 V for E0z = 9 mV/m, and242
max(|φ|) = 0.54 V for E0z = 12 mV/m. In all three runs, the electric field peaks near the243
center of the simulation domain, within the density trough, coincident with small–scale wave244
growth in the E0z = 9 mV/m and 12 mV/m runs. Although the peak value of |E| changes245
with different values of E0z , the shape of φ determines the location of the peak. The exact246
values of φ depend on E0 via the ion and electron drifts, so the overall shape differs among247
runs, but the location of the peak in −∇φ lies in roughly the same place for all three runs.248
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Figure 1. Initial configurations of relative perturbed density (δn/n0; color) and electrostatic potential (φ;
contours). The initial density consists of a Gaussian bump centered at z = 128 m and modulated by a 512–m
wave. The electrostatic potential is the result of solving Equation 3 at the first time step.
204
205
206
This suggests that the large–scale density configuration plays a more important role in deter-249
mining the peak location than do the relative drifts.250
When FB irregularities develop for E0z = 9 mV/m and 12 mV/m, they develop in the254
center of the simulation, in the density trough at the western edge of the large–scale density255
wave. In this region, −∇φ has its greatest magnitude and points from lower–right to upper–256
left. Figure 4 shows the average total electric field within a 64 m × 64 m box in the center of257
the simulation domain as a function of time for the first 25.6 ms of each run. This box cap-258
tures the area where |∇φ|, and thus |E|, is greatest during the beginning of each run. The ini-259
tial drop in average electric field is an artifact of start–up. The plot shows that |E| < |E|th for260
the E0z = 6 mV/m run whereas |E| > |E|th for both the E0z = 9 mV/m and E0z = 12 mV/m261
runs. Note that |E| is still growing at 25.6 ms in the E0z = 12 mV/m run whereas it lev-262
els off almost immediately in the other two runs. The direction of |E| for each run, which is263
given by the counterclockwise angle from +xˆ (i.e. tan−1(Ey/Ex)) and is nearly constant over264
the time span of Figure 4, is 101◦ (6 mV/m), 107◦ (9 mV/m), and 107◦ (12 mV/m). Thus a265
super–threshold total electric field arises very quickly in the density trough along the rising266
edge of the density wave for E0z > 9 mV/m, causing electrons in that region to E × B0 drift267
above Cs at approximately 17◦ from purely westward, thereby triggering FB turbulence in the268
density trough.269
4.2 Spectra270
This section presents results from a spectral analysis of each run, at three wavelengths:271
3, 8, and 2 m. The first wavelength corresponds to what the 50–MHz radar at Jicamarca272
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Figure 2. Final relative perturbed density for each run: (a) E0z = 6 mV/m, (b) E0z = 9 mV/m, (c) E0z = 12
mV/m. In all runs, gradient–drift instability develops along the positive vertical gradient. For E0z = 9 mV/m
and 12 mV/m, Farley–Buneman instability develops in the central density trough, with faster growth for E0z =
12 mV/m.
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should observe via coherent back scatter. The second wavelength represents Type–II irreg-273
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ularities driven directly by the 512–m initial density perturbation; 8 m is near the wavelength274
observed by Patra et al. [2005] with the 18–MHz radar at Trivandrum, India. The third275
wavelength corresponds to peak growth of Type–I turbulence due to pure FB instability in276
the 9–mV/m and 12–mV/m runs. Although this wavelength does not lend itself immediately277
to comparison with observations (the authors are not aware of a 75–MHz E–region radar),278
it is an interesting case because it represents the combined growth of Type–I and Type–II279
irregularities. Though all simulations show characteristics of Type–II irregularities at all280
wavelengths, the 12–mV/m run develops a primary high–speed population of Type–I irregu-281
larities at 2 m and a secondary high–speed population at 3 m. The end of this section briefly282
discusses these high–speed populations.283
Figure 5 shows the normalized spectral power as a function of LoS angle, θ, (coun-288
terclockwise from +xˆ) and phase velocity, Vph = ω/k, for 3–m waves. The color in panel289
(a) shows the spectral power normalized to the peak value at each angle for the E0z = 6290
mV/m run; the white line indicates the mean phase velocity, 〈Vph〉. Panel (d) shows spec-291
tral width, ∆Vph (i.e. FWHM), for the same run. Panels (b) and (e) show the same quantities292
for the E0z = 9 mV/m run, and panels (c) and (f) show those quantities for the E0z = 12293
mV/m run. In all runs, the mean phase velocity varies approximately as 〈Vph〉 ∼ − cos θ294
and the amplitude of the curve increases with increasing E0z . For E0z = 6 mV/m, 〈Vph〉 ∈295
[−160,+158] m/s, for E0z = 9 mV/m, 〈Vph〉 ∈ [−240,+234] m/s, and for E0z = 12 mV/m,296
〈Vph〉 ∈ [−317,+298] m/s. The spectral width varies approximately as ∆Vph ∼ sin2 θ, with297
both the minimum value and the range of values increasing with increasing E0z . Note that298
∆Vph ≈ 〈Vph〉 near θ = 0 and θ = 180.299
Figure 6 shows the normalized spectral power as a function of angle for 8–m waves,302
with panels corresponding to the same quantities as in Figure 5. The trends are similar to303
those of 3–m waves, namely that 〈Vph〉 ∼ − cos θ, ∆Vph ∼ sin2 θ, and ∆Vph ≈ 〈Vph〉 at304
the edges. Quantitatively, the amplitude of 〈Vph〉 is slightly lower for 8–m waves than for 3–305
m waves: For E0z = 6 mV/m, 〈Vph〉 ∈ [−139,+139] m/s, for E0z = 9 mV/m, 〈Vph〉 ∈306
[−180,+197] m/s, and for E0z = 12 mV/m, 〈Vph〉 ∈ [−270, 256] m/s. This differs from307
the prediction of linear theory that Vph ≡ ωk/|k| = ve0 cos θ/(1 + Ψ0) is independent of308
wavelength (i.e. |k|). The trend toward lower peak 〈Vph〉 continues for longer wavelengths309
(not shown), suggesting that as waves grow to the scale size of the gradient, the large–scale310
density slows their westward propagation.311
Figure 7 shows the normalized spectral power as a function of angle for 2–m waves,314
again in the style of Figure 5. These waves differ substantially from 3–m and 8–m waves in315
that, for E0z = 12 mV/m, the spectral–power distribution in panel (c) skews toward high316
(negative) Vph for θ ∈ [0◦, 30◦] and 〈Vph〉 increases linearly until θ ≈ 150◦, at which point it317
is nearly constant over θ ∈ [150◦, 180◦]. Likewise, panel (f) shows that ∆Vph is not symmet-318
ric about θ = 90◦, with the steeper slope for 0 < θ < 90 caused by the fact that the spectral–319
power distribution skews toward the narrower high–velocity component up to θ ≈ 30◦.320
Figure 8 illustrates the asymmetry in Figure 7: Panel (a) shows the spectral power in323
2–m waves for each run, at θ = 15◦, averaged over a 2–degree beam. The angle θ = 15◦324
corresponds to roughly the direction of E × B0 in the central density trough, where E is the325
total electric field (cf. the discussion of Figure 4 in §4.1). Each curve was normalized to the326
peak power of the 12–mV/m curve. Note that the horizontal axis is not symmetric about327
Vph = 0 m/s. The relative amplitudes of 2–m waves in the 6–mV/m and 9–mV/m runs are328
less than 10% of the 12–mV/m run and the skewed shape of the 12–mV/m run is clear. Un-329
like the broad spectra in the 6–mV/m and 9–mV/m runs, the 12–mV/m run generates a broad330
component centered near 300 m/s and a narrow component centered near 425 m/s. Panel331
(b) shows the spectral power of 2–m, 3–m, and 8–m waves for the 12–mV/m run. The 8–m332
curve is broad and nearly symmetric, but the 2–m and 3–m curves show an asymmetry that333
is not clear in Figure 5, namely, an inflection point near 400 m/s. This suggests a second dis-334
tribution with higher negative velocity. The high–speed 3–m population may result from the335
locally enhanced electric field or it may result from mode coupling. Such mode coupling336
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probably takes the form of an inverse cascade process [Oppenheim et al., 2008] in the region337
where the pure FB instability creates 2–m waves, but may also include contributions from a338
forward cascade process related to the gradient–drift instability. The growth of 2–m Type–I339
irregularities represents a parametric instability in which the large–scale seed wave drives340
meter–scale turbulence by enhancing the electric field. In a larger simulation (beyond the341
capabilities of the present simulator), we expect that a similar parametric instability could342
generate 3–m waves, as observed as Type–I echoes [e.g. Hysell et al., 2007].343
5 Discussion344
This section first describes similarities between simulation results and observations of345
coherent echoes reported in the literature, then connects results to a more general theory of346
coupled FB/GD instability growth than that presented in §2.347
5.1 Connection with observations348
This work not only represents the first kinetic simulations of coupled FB/GD turbu-349
lence but also lends insight to observations of E–region plasma irregularities observed by350
radars. Patra et al. [2005] reported east–west asymmetries in Type II irregularities observed351
with an 18–MHz radar located near the magnetic equator, and attributed the asymmetry to352
the tilt in kilometer–scale primary waves at E–region altitudes. Hysell et al. [2007] con-353
nected east–west asymmetries with up–down Type I asymmetries observed with a 50–MHz354
radar and noted that the depleted phases (i.e. troughs) of kilometer–scale primary waves355
should have larger electric fields than the corresponding enhanced phases (i.e. crests), lead-356
ing to observations of larger line–of–sight drifts and preponderance of Type I echoes in357
westward–aligned beams. The density results presented in Figure 2, while not directly com-358
parable to kilometer–scale processes, are consistent with those observations and the total359
electric field results presented in Figure 3 account for the development of Type–I irregulari-360
ties within the depleted region westward of a large–scale wave. These results also support the361
conclusion by Ronchi et al. [1991] that long wavelength activity affects the characteristics of362
short wavelength two–stream irregularities. In this case, the long wavelength activity creates363
an electrostatic potential field that pushes the total electric field above the threshold value for364
FB turbulence, causing short–wavelength two–stream irregularities to propagate along the365
density trough between long wavelength waves [Sudan et al., 1973]. It is also worth noting366
that the two–stream irregularities have a constant Vph ≈ 425 m/s for 0◦ < θ < 30◦, consistent367
with early claims that the phase speed of Type–I irregularities is constant with zenith angle368
[Cohen and Bowles, 1967], and that 〈Vph〉 saturates near Cs ≈ 350 m/s [Sudan, 1983].369
5.2 Dispersion relation370
An analysis of instability growth in these simulations must account for magnetized371
electrons and unmagnetized ions with arbitrary wavevector in the presence of a 2-D back-372
ground gradient. Sudan et al. [1973]; Fejer et al. [1975]; Fejer and Kelley [1980]; Sudan373
[1983] derived the two–fluid dispersion relation for an isothermal, electrostatic, quasineutral374
plasma with a strictly vertical background gradient and static horizontal background mag-375
netic field. Dimant and Oppenheim [2011] derived a fluid dispersion relation for the com-376
bined FB/GD instabilities with arbitrary magnetization, gradients, and wavevector, including377
production and recombination effects. Makarevich [2016] presents a general dispersion rela-378
tion for E– and F–region instabilities that makes no assumptions about altitude, wavevector,379
or background density gradient.380
The dispersion relation appropriate to the present work is381
ω − ve0 · k = Ψ0
νi
[
ω (iω − νi) − iC2s (k − iG) · k
] [1 − iη (k + iG) · k] , (4)382
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where ve0 is the zeroth–order electron drift, G ≡ n−10 ∇n0, bˆ is a unit vector parallel to the383
magnetic field (−yˆ in the geometry used here) and384
η ≡ κek ×G · bˆ
k4 + (k ·G)2385
The standard approach to deriving a real frequency and growth rate is to write ω(k) = ωr (k)+386
iγ(k), with ωr (k) and γ(k) real, and assume |γ(k)|  |ωr (k)|. Doing so gives387
ωr =
ve0 · k
1 + ΨG
(5a)388
γ =
Ψ0
νi (1 + ΨG)
[
ω2r (1 + ηk ·G) + ωrηνik2 − C2s k2
]
, (5b)389
where ΨG ≡ Ψ0 (1 + ηk ·G).390
When k points strictly in the E0 × B0 direction and G points strictly vertical, Equation391
4 reduces to Equation 1 (cf. Equation 11 in Sudan et al. [1973]). The limiting case of FB392
and GD instabilities for nearly field–aligned irregularities in Makarevich [2016] reduces to393
Equation 4 for Ωe  1, Ωi  νi , and vi0 = 0 (cf. the unlabeled equation between Equations394
20 and 21 in §3.1 of that work). Note that Equation 21 in Makarevich [2016], albeit a valid395
expression under the stated assumptions, does not reduce to Equation 4 because it neglects a396
term containing ω − ve0 · k.397
Figure 9 shows the local linear fluid growth rate, γ (Equation 5b), for 2–m, 3–m, and398
8–m waves propagating at θ = 15◦, given the initial density and total electric field in each399
run. In the calculation of γ, ve0 includes the Hall drift and the diamagnetic drift. Panels (a),400
(b), & (c) show that γ is non–positive everywhere for 2–m waves when E0z = 6 mV/m, and401
becomes increasingly positive with increasing E0z , as expected. The location of γ > 0 is not402
exactly cospatial with the peak in FB irregularities in Figure 2c, which coincide with a more403
localized region centered on the peak in |E|. The reason is two–fold: First, 2–m waves de-404
velop quickly along the entire positive vertical density gradient of the background wave and405
are less severely damped near the central trough than longer–wavelength waves. Nonlinear406
wave interaction along the density gradient produces cascading features composed of a range407
of wavelengths from a few to tens of meters, effectively washing out the 2–m waves. Second,408
the preceding fluid analysis does not capture the fact that the kinetic FB growth rate peaks409
at a few meters. In the region of enhanced electric field, the true growth rate (i.e. including410
kinetic effects) will be higher for waves with wavelengths of a few meters.411
There are also trends for fixed E0z and varying wavelength. Panels (a), (d), & (g) show412
that, in the run with E0z = 6 mV/m, γ(λ = 8 m) > γ(λ = 3 m) > γ(λ = 2 m) with γ(λ =413
2 m) ≤ 0. This is consistent with Figure 2a, in which long–wavelength gradient–drift turbu-414
lence grows along the positive vertical density gradient of the background wave. For E0z = 9415
mV/m, panels (b), (e), & (h) show that γ(λ = 8 m) ≈ γ(λ = 3 m) ≈ γ(λ = 2 m) > 0 along416
the positive gradient near the central region but γ(λ = 8 m) > γ(λ = 3 m) > γ(λ = 2 m) ≈ 0417
away from the center. This is consistent with the increased growth of meter–scale waves in418
the central region and the predominance of longer wavelengths near the edges, but does not419
exactly predict the smallest–scale wave growth in the central trough for the reasons described420
above. For E0z = 12 mV/m, panels (c), (f), & (i) show that γ(λ = 2 m) > γ(λ = 3 m) >421
γ(λ = 8 m) > 0 along the positive gradient. Again, the prediction made by the fluid growth422
rate is consistent with wave growth along the positive density gradient but does not predict423
meter–scale FB turbulence in the central trough. The reader may benefit from comparing424
Figure 9 to the supplemental movies of relative perturbed density for each simulation run.425
6 Conclusion426
This work presents a novel parallelized hybrid quasineutral plasma simulation de-427
signed to simulate E–region turbulence. The numerical model treats ions as particles via a428
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PIC method while treating electrons as an inertialess thermal fluid, which precludes the need429
for an artificially large electron–to–ion mass ratio. The model does not keep track of a dis-430
tribution of electrons. Therefore, it cannot capture kinetic effects of electron wave–particle431
coupling but does not need to resolve the Debye length. It does not currently include electron432
thermal physics, but future versions will. The cheif advantage of this simulation is that it is433
well suited to studying meter– and decameter–scale turbulence in the presence of hundred–434
meter– to kilometer–scale density waves. The results of this work represent the first simu-435
lations of the coupled Farley–Buneman/gradient-drift instability in the equatorial E–region436
ionosphere. While the simulations presented here span only 512 m × 256 m, they attempt to437
reproduce VHF radar observations of backscatter from meter–scale density irregularities in438
the presence of background waves that span a few kilometers. This work also introduces an439
electrostatic potential solver that uses algebraic multigrid to precondition an iterative method440
capable of handling the large off–diagonal elements caused by electron magnetization.441
The main results are:442
1. Simulations with zeroth–order vertical electric fields of 6 mV/m, 9 mV/m, and 12443
mV/m produce gradient–drift turbulence in regions that satisfy the linear condition for444
instability.445
2. The total electric field in the density minimum is large enough to drive Farley–Buneman446
turbulence even when the zeroth–order vertical field is below the turbulent threshold.447
3. Waves develop in all runs and travel westward along the background positive density448
gradient with phase velocities below the plasma acoustic speed.449
4. Wave power spectra of 2–m, 3–m, and 8–m waves show characteristics of Type–II450
irregularities in all runs.451
5. When the background electric field is 12 mV/m, wave spectra at 15◦ from E0 × B0452
show a distinct Type–I population at 2 m and a secondary Type–I–like population at 3453
m.454
6. The Type–I population has roughly constant phase velocity over a 30◦ range in LoS455
angle and the mean phase velocity peaks at the plasma acoustic speed.456
The results of this hybrid simulation can be used to interpret radar observations of457
meter–scale density irregularities propagating with a vertical component and an east–west458
asymmetry. The east–west asymmetry arises as a combination of the density gradients in-459
troduced by the background density wave and the electron–drift effects caused by the total460
electric field and ambient magnetic field in the background density minima, embodied in the461
quasineutral electrostatic potential equation.462
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Figure 3. Final total electric field (grayscale) and potential (color contours) for each run: (a) E0z = 6
mV/m, (b) E0z = 9 mV/m, (c) E0z = 12 mV/m. The grayscale bar shows values in multiples of the threshold
electric field for Farley–Buneman instability, |E|th ≈ 11.2 mV/m. In all runs, the total electric field peaks in
the central density trough. For E0z = 9 mV/m and 12 mV/m, the total electric field is well above |E|th . The
contours span ±max(|φ|), red to blue, where max(|φ|) is (a) 0.28 V, (b) 0.45 V, (c) 0.54 V.
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Figure 4. Average electric–field magnitude in the central 64 × 64 m for the first 25.6 ms. For E0z = 6
mV/m (black trace), the average electric field does not rise above the threshold for Farley–Buneman instabil-
ity, whereas it does for E0z = 9 mV/m and 12 mV/m (blue and green traces).
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Figure 5. Spectral power and width at 3 m as a function of phase velocity (Vph) and angle from +xˆ, (i.e.
E0 × B0): (a) & (d) E0z = 6 mV/m, (b) & (e) E0z = 9 mV/m, (c) & (f) E0z = 12 mV/m. The white line in
(a)–(c) shows the mean phase velocity and the sign convention is such that negative velocities imply waves
traveling away from an observer with line–of–sight θ.
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Figure 6. Spectral power and width at 8 m as a function of phase velocity (Vph) and angle from +xˆ. See
description of Figure 5 for individual panels.
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Figure 7. Spectral power and width at 2 m as a function of phase velocity (Vph) and angle from +xˆ. See
description of Figure 5 for individual panels.
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Figure 8. Phase–velocity spectra at θ = 15◦: (a) Power in 2–m waves normalized to the spectrum of the
12–mV/m run; (b) Self–normalized power in 2–m, 3–m, and 8–m waves for the 12–mV/m run.
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